The Perception of Word-initial Consonant Length: Pattani Malay

Arthur S. Abramson

The most salient physical manifestation of phonemically distinctive consonant length is the duration of the closure or constriction of the short consonant relative to that of its long counterpart. The contrast is rare in languages of the world in word-initial, and thus potentially utterance-initial, position. Perception in this position would seem to depend upon the audibility of closure excitation. This is plausible for nasals, laterals, and fricatives. The closures of voiced stops, however, may have only low-amplitude excitation, while voiceless stops have none. Pattani Malay was investigated to find out how robust the length feature is in perception. Listening tests yielded good differentiation of the two length classes for isolated words, with a lesser effect for voiceless stops. Experiments with incrementally lengthened short closures and shortened long closures confirmed the sufficiency of duration as a cue. For the voiceless stops, these experiments could be run only in intervocalic position.

In experimental phonetic research, we often come across cases of multiple perceptual cues to a phonemic distinction, even though this distinction may be seen traditionally as dependent on some single phonetic feature. The question arises as to the relative power of these cues: How equally do they share the burden of communicative relevance? For example, among the several cues that emanate from the timing of the valvular action of the larynx (Abramson, 1977; Lisker & Abramson, 1965), fundamental-frequency perturbations (House & Fairbanks, 1953) have been shown by some studies, apparently starting with Haggard, Ambler, and Callow (1970) and Fujimura (1971), to help in the perceptual differentiation of voiced and voiceless stop consonants; however, recent work (Abramson & Lisker, 1985) suggests that this cue has very limited efficacy compared with other acoustic consequences of voice timing.

The present study is meant to combine the foregoing interest with an attempt to shed further light on the perceptual basis of length contrasts as found in many languages in which phonologically distinctive functions are borne by the relative durations of vowels (Abramson, 1962; Lehiste, 1970) or of the closures and constrictions of consonants (Lehiste, 1970). Discussions of the feature of consonant length usually focus on intervocalic consonants, as in Italian and Estonian. In such cases, it is easy to demonstrate the existence of differences in consonant-closure duration and their perceptual relevance. What is uncommon is to find a language with such a distinction in word-initial, and thus potentially utterance-initial, position. In length distinctions in any context, it is not unlikely that other acoustic features will covary with the duration of the relevant span of speech. Perhaps some of these concomitant features serve as cues together with duration or, in certain circumstances, instead of duration.
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Pattani Malay, the dialect of Malay spoken by some 600,000 ethnic Malays in southeastern Thailand, has a length distinction for all consonants in word-initial position (Chaiyanara, 1983), thus for all consonant classes of the language. The language was first called to my attention by the fieldwork of Christopher Court and Jimmy G. Harris. Here are some word pairs with the contrast:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/labɔ/</th>
<th>'to make a profit'</th>
<th>/l:abo/</th>
<th>'spider'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/make/</td>
<td>'to eat'</td>
<td>/m:ake/</td>
<td>'to be eaten'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/siku/</td>
<td>'elbow'</td>
<td>/s:i ku/</td>
<td>'hand-tool'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/bule/</td>
<td>'moon'</td>
<td>/b:ule/</td>
<td>'many months'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/katoʔ/</td>
<td>'to strike'</td>
<td>/k:atoʔ/</td>
<td>'frog'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For all consonants with acoustic excitation of any kind during the closure or constriction, it is obvious that closure duration alone could be enough to differentiate the members of each pair in both production and perception. The first four pairs of examples are of that type, while the fifth pair, with voiceless unaspirated stops, is not. That is, in pairs of the last type, the difference in the closure durations appears only as shorter or longer medial silent gaps when the words are embedded in utterances.

For the two speakers examined in preparation for this perceptual study, the closure durations of the long consonants in both initial and medial position are on average three times longer than those of the short consonants. A more detailed presentation of duration ratios is given elsewhere (Abramson, 1987). For the voiceless stops and affricates, measurements of duration can be made, of course, only in utterance-medial position.

If indeed the timing of the closure is the articulatory mechanism underlying the distinction, wherever the difference in closure duration is audible, it ought to be a sufficient auditory cue. In intervocalic contexts, the abrupt spectral shifts between the vocalic portions of the signal and the consonantal closure rather clearly define the acoustic span corresponding with the interval of the closure. It is in utterance-initial position that the question arises as to the sufficiency of this cue. One might expect that nasals, laterals, and fricatives with high radiation of sound during closure would be as well distinguished by listeners in initial position as in intervocalic position. Voiced stops and affricates might be an intermediate case. There is audible glottal pulsing during the closures, but its amplitude may be too low for completely reliable differentiation based on two values of voicing lead. Voiceless plosives, however, with no acoustic excitation in the closure, must surely be differentiated in initial position by other cues, possibly ones that are themselves a function of the temporal articulatory feature. These might be intensity of stop-release burst, rate of formant transitions, or fundamental-frequency perturbations. A separate study, started somewhat later, has shown that in disyllabic words, if the first syllable begins with a long stop consonant, the amplitude of that syllable is significantly greater than that of the second syllable, but that is not so if the word begins with a short consonant (Abramson, 1987).

EXPERIMENTS

EXPERIMENT 1

To establish a baseline against which to do manipulative experiments, it was first necessary to assess the perceptual robustness of the length distinction. Thirty-two
Pattani Malay words forming 16 short-long pairs were recorded in isolation in two random orders by two women who, although also fluent in Thai, were native speakers of Pattani Malay and lifelong speakers of it. The resulting two test orders, each one containing two tokens of each word, were played through headphones to 21 students, all native speakers, on the Pattani campus of the Prince of Songkhla University. Because this language has not been reduced to writing for popular use, it was necessary to provide the test subjects with answer sheets with a pair of possible responses written in Thai next to each item number. The possible responses were short Thai glosses for the Malay words. For each item, the subject encircled whichever of the two glosses he or she thought appropriate for the spoken word. A member of the faculty, also a native speaker of the language, gave the instructions in Pattani Malay on procedure and went over all the glosses to be sure that there were no misunderstandings. This method was used for all subsequent tests and seemed to cause no trouble.

The results of the baseline experiment are given in Figure 1. As can be seen, the nasals, laterals, and fricatives were all identified quite well. Next, but not much lower in percentages correct, come the stops. Worst are the affricates, especially the voiceless ones, which were not labeled much better than chance. This led me to decide not to work further with the affricates in the present investigation.

![LABELING OF CONSONANTS](image)

**Figure 1.** Experiment 1. Identification of natural utterances of isolated words beginning with short and long consonants.

**EXPERIMENT 2**

For this stage of my perceptual research on the distinction, I have limited my manipulations to the obvious variable of closure duration. If it is indeed a major cue to the distinction, we ought to be able to bring about a shift in percept by big enough changes in closure duration. Wishing to start with consonants with very audible voicing during closure, I chose a pair of words distinguished by short and long /l/: /labol/ 'to make a profit' versus /labol/ 'spider.' By means of wave-form editing, I shortened the initial lateral resonance of the isolated long member of the pair from its original duration of 183 ms to 63 ms in 12 10-ms steps. Thus, the shortest variant was shorter than the original short /l/ of 72 ms, which itself was not
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used in the experiment. I made two more stimuli by cross-splicing the lateral resonances between the two original words. That is, I removed the lateral resonances, replacing the original long one with the short one and the original short one with the long one. The resulting 15 stimuli were recorded three times each into a random order for presentation to the 21 subjects.

The results for the shortened /l:/ series, without the cross-spliced stimuli, are given in Figure 2. The range of closure durations is shown along the abscissa, and the labeling percentages along the ordinate. The crossover zone between the two categories is centered around 100 ms. Clearly, duration is a sufficient and powerful cue to the distinction. The cross-spliced stimuli were heard virtually 100% of the time as the original words from which the resonances had been cut; this suggests that features of the constriction release had little or no cue value.

![Figure 2. Experiment 2. Identification functions for original long /l:/ and shortened variants. The responses to the cross-spliced stimuli are not included.](image)

The next two experiments examined the crucial case of voiceless stops, which, of course, could be subjected to closure-duration changes by the method of waveform editing only in intervocalic position in a neutral Pattani Malay carrier sentence suitable for the two words in question. The words chosen for both experiments were /paka/ 'to use' and /p:aka/ 'usable.' The plan was to shorten the long consonant and lengthen the short consonant to test, once again, the effects of variation in closure duration and, indirectly, effects of stop release.

EXPERIMENT 3

In this experiment, I shortened the closure of long /p:/ from its original duration of 182 ms in 14 10-ms steps in a carrier sentence. The shortest variant at 42 ms was a bit shorter than the original short /p/ of 47 ms, which itself was not used in the experiment. The resulting 15 stimuli were recorded three times each into a random order for presentation to the 21 subjects in the carrier sentence.

The results of Experiment 3 are given in Figure 3. The sufficiency of relative duration as a cue to the length distinction is demonstrated here for voiceless intervocalic stops. The unexplained leveling of the responses for the items at 92 and
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102 ms may well be due to an artifact that remains to be uncovered. If we ignore the latter, the 50% crossover point is at 104 ms; a curve-fitting procedure, or better, a replication with new stimuli might yield a slightly earlier crossover.

EXPERIMENT 4

This experiment differed from Experiment 3 in that /paka/, the short member of the pair, was the starting point. I lengthened the closure of short /p/ in the carrier sentence from its original duration of 47 ms in 14 10-ms steps. The longest variant was 187 ms, a bit longer than the original long /p:/ of 182 ms, which itself did not appear in the experiment. This simply required using our waveform-editing program to add increments of time to the middle of the closure gap. Again, the resulting 15 stimuli were recorded three times each into a random order and played to the 21 subjects for identification as words in the carrier sentence.

The results of Experiment 4 are given in Figure 4. Not surprisingly, the importance of closure duration is again apparent for intervocalic voiceless stops. Here, however, the perceptual cross-over point is at 120 ms, considerably later than the one in Experiment 3, with or without the possible artifact in the latter. An analysis of variance showed the large difference between the two crossover points to be highly significant, $F(1, 20) = 27.48$, $p < 0.0001$. This implies the probable efficacy of one or more cues concomitant with that of closure duration.

EXPERIMENT 5

The goal of this last experiment was to explore the intermediate condition, that of the presence of quasiperiodic acoustic excitation during the closure but at a low amplitude. The word pair chosen was /gamo?/ 'approximately' vs. /g:amo?/ 'to be shy.' I shortened the closure of long /g:/ in a citation form of the word from its original duration of 197 ms in 15 10-ms steps. The shortest variant at 47 ms was just under the 50-ms duration of the closure of the original short /g/, which itself was not used in the experiment. The 16 resulting stimuli were recorded three times each into a random order and played to the 21 subjects for identification.

Figure 3. Experiment 3. Identification functions for original long /p:/ and shortened variants.

Figure 4. Experiment 4. Identification functions for original long /p:/ and shortened variants.
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Figure 4. Experiment 4. Identification functions for original short /p/ and lengthened variants.

The results of Experiment 5 are given in Figure 5. The middle of the crossover zone between the two percepts is at 97 ms. Clearly, even with just low-amplitude voicing in the closures of initial stops, relative duration is a sufficient cue.

Figure 5. Experiment 5. Identification functions for original long /g:/ and shortened variants.
CONCLUSION

The word-initial consonants of Pattani Malay, except perhaps for the voiceless affricates, can be identified well as to length category in utterance-initial position. Perceptual experiments reveal the power of closure duration as a sufficient cue in medial and, when audible, initial position for the distinction between “short” and “long” consonants.

The early crossover at 33% of the durational difference between utterance-initial /g/ and /g:/ seems comparable to the crossover at 31% of the difference between /l/ and /l:/, as contrasted with 44% in Experiment 3 and 52% in Experiment 4, both of the latter for medial voiceless stops. With so few experiments so far, we can only speculate that for utterance-initial voice-excited closures or constrictions, there is some psychoacoustic threshold below which a long consonant cannot be heard.

The results of Experiments 2 and 3 imply that for the length distinction in voiceless medial stops there is another cue, if only a secondary one, in addition to relative duration. Obviously, given the results of Experiment 1, some such feature must be at work as the primary cue in utterance-initial position. Acoustic analysis (Abramson, 1987) has shown relative amplitude to be the most promising candidate. Perceptual testing of this hypothesis is the next thing to be done.
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FOOTNOTES

*To appear in the Journal of the International Phonetic Association. This is a revised and expanded version of a paper read at the 111th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, Cleveland, Ohio, May 12-16, 1986 (Abramson, 1986).

†Also the University of Connecticut.

Mr. Paitoon Masmintra Chaiyanara, who is thanked in the Acknowledgment, also went over all the words beforehand for their authenticity and for the accuracy of the glosses. He is engaged with colleagues in compiling a trilingual (Pattani Malay-Standard Malay-Thai) dictionary of the language.

The results of recent analytic work (Abramson, 1987) call for perceptual experiments with relative amplitude as the variable.